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with great power, comes great responsibility 

IIII----Ching & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of Metaphysics    

Date: September 7th 2009 
Good or Bad 2010 for me? -Check it out yourself! 
The official Tiger Year of 2010 begins February 4th. Two characters, Stem and Branch represent each 

Chinese calendar year. This Year the Chinese Stem and Branch is Kang Tiger (庚寅) or Golden Tiger, 
but this Golden Tiger is not shining at all. This is an abnormal and unusual year especially in regards to 
the weather. The melting of Ice in the North is escalating and possible droughts everywhere with food 
shortages, Earthquake in the West should be devastating and with the increase in road traffic accidents 
everywhere on this planet. Nevertheless one should look into his or her path for clues. Each individual 
will experience his or her own destiny uniquely only to him or her self. With this occasion I will come out 
with an easy way to let you know your own path and destiny for year 2010. Please bear in mind such 
calculation is based only on your month of birth, which carry 50% weight on life-pillars (according to 
Chinese birth calculation), which is rather significant.  

 
Group One-Most Favorable Group in 2010 
Person who born in the month of August 8th till November 9th, congratulation! You are the most 
favorable group of all. This group of people is heavy in Metal and to strike a balance you need Wood in 
order for Metal to slice your Wood for the ignition of Fire, such combination is required in accordance to 
life pillar formula.  Such combination would radiate and permeate kind energy to you advantage. This 
group of people would feel secure, happy and content for the year 2010. 
 

Group Two-Second Favorable Group in 2010 
Person who born in the month of November 10th till February 3rd, not bad I should say, since the Wood 
of Tiger would provide source to create Fire to your advantage. Such radiation of Kind energies would 
provide warm to you and you will be secured in the year 2010 

 
Group Three-Not so Favorable Group in 2010 
Person who born in the month off February 4th till March 3rd, would feel lethargic and constantly on the 
move whole year round, such unkind energy is swimming upstream against you but hang on things will 
turnout find especially in the Fall (Autumn). 

 
Group Four-Not affected at all Group in 2010 
Person who born in the month of March 4th till May 3rd, would not fee any pinch this year, he or she will 
continue to enjoy last year cultivation. This Group of person is the most stable person and many work in 

as government servants or long time service employees in an organization. 
 
Group Five-The most unlucky Group of all in 2010 
Person who born in the month may 5th till August 7th is the most unlucky group of all, since the strong 
Fire energies being ignited by Wood that create unwanted and excessive Fire to drain away your energy 
and ability. I normally advice such group people to take a break, scale down, slow down you pace, 
spend more time with your family and if circumstance warrant go back to school or take some interest 
short courses to upgrade or at least add value to your self. 
 

Each year, the cosmic changes between Sky and Earth would dictate the permeation 
level of energy to all living beings on this planet. This energy is unique and some might 
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find it favorable and some other wise. Such energy is kind to some and unkind to others 
in such a way that influences our paradigms and therefore our actions and confidence 
level. I am sure your attitude is above all in confronting predicament. Let us make 2010 a 
better year for all living beings with the right frame of mind, attitude, love for family and 
friends and cherish every moment you have, be prepared for bad times when you are 
having good time and like wise when confronting predicaments, keep telling yourself 
that there is always light at the end of the tunnel! 
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